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watched him till he put his hand on the top of the safe where its key
had been laid. He then seized his wrist and turned his hand over,
On the palm was a large piece of wax, by means of which he had in-
tended to take an impression of the key. Thereafter we had an Eng-
lishman as Chancery servant. Up to the day I left I never knew
whether his name was Avery or Havery. He may have been less effi-
cient than the Italian, but he could be implicitly trusted.
Our spy-hunting efforts were a continual item of interest. We had
a counter-spy who, if 1 remember rightly, was the photographer of
the Russian Secret Service organization. Our dealings with him were
conducted by Springy and Cranley, and he told them one day that if
we looked at the deciphers of our telegrams, which were shut up in
the archive presses, we would find pinholes in the four corners of some
of them, where they had been stuck up on the wall and photographed.
Nor was he wrong, and our preventive measures had to be redoubled.
Yet we could not guard against everything, as the following incident
shows,
In those days we sent a bag once a week to the Foreign Office, and
one of the Secretaries in turn compiled a weekly summary of minor
events which was included in the despatches. On bag days we all
lunched upstairs with the Ambassador. On this occasion it was Cran-
ley's turn, and he had just completed and typed his summary when we
went to lunch, locking, as always, the double doors of the Chancery
behind us. Cranley was very able and energetic and his were always
the longest summaries. It comprised about forty pages of typescript
and was left all ready for despatch on his desk. When we came down
from lunch the doors were still locked, but the summary was gone.
Springy and Rowland Errington sat up a good many nights in two
cupboards just outside the Chancery door to try to catch these gate-
crashers. But that produced no result, partly because Springy always
had a cold in his head which made him constantly snuffle or sneeze, but
" chiefly, I fancy, because the Russian spy service was careful not to try
to enter the building unless it was sure that all the Secretaries had left
On one occasion Norman and I had been working rather later than
usual, and as we left the Embassy, which formed, the corner of a
square, we saw two men who had been looking round the corner
draw quickly back. We walked away as if we had noticed nothing,
but having gone some distance we put up the collars of our schoubas,
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